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Live images on big screen and television go beyond a
thousand words in perpetuating stereotypes and clichés.
This article surveys more than a century of Hollywood’s
projection of negative images of the Arabs and Muslims.
Based on the study of more than 900 films, it shows how
moviegoers are led to believe that all Arabs are Muslims
and all Muslims are Arabs. The moviemakers’ distorted
lenses have shown Arabs as heartless, brutal, uncivilized,
religious fanatics through common depictions of Arabs
kidnapping or raping a fair maiden; expressing hatred
against the Jews and Christians; and demonstrating a
love for wealth and power. The article compares the stereotype of the hook-nosed Arab with a similar depiction
of Jews in Nazi propaganda materials. Only five percent
of Arab film roles depict normal, human characters.
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Introduction
Al tikrar biallem il hmar (By repetition even the
donkey learns).

By
JACK G. SHAHEEN

This Arab proverb encapsulates how effective repetition can be when it comes to education: how we learn by repeating an exercise over
and over again until we can respond almost
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reflexively. A small child uses repetition to master numbers and letters of the alphabet. Older students use repetition to memorize historical dates and algebraic
formulas.
For more than a century Hollywood, too, has used repetition as a teaching tool,
tutoring movie audiences by repeating over and over, in film after film, insidious
images of the Arab people. I ask the reader to study in these pages the persistence
of this defamation, from earlier times to the present day, and to consider how these
slanderous stereotypes have affected honest discourse and public policy.

Genesis
In [my book Reel Bad Arabs], I document and discuss virtually every feature
that Hollywood has ever made—more than 900 films, the vast majority of which
portray Arabs by distorting at every turn what most Arab men, women, and children are really like. In gathering the evidence for this book, I was driven by the
need to expose an injustice: cinema’s systematic, pervasive, and unapologetic degradation and dehumanization of a people.
When colleagues ask whether today’s reel Arabs are more stereotypical than yesteryear’s, I can’t say the celluloid Arab has changed. That is the problem. He is what
he has always been—the cultural “other.” Seen through Hollywood’s distorted
lenses, Arabs look different and threatening. Projected along racial and religious
lines, the stereotypes are deeply ingrained in American cinema. From 1896 until
today, filmmakers have collectively indicted all Arabs as Public Enemy #1—brutal,
heartless, uncivilized religious fanatics and money-mad cultural “others” bent on
terrorizing civilized Westerners, especially Christians and Jews. Much has happened since 1896—women’s suffrage, the Great Depression, the civil rights movement, two world wars, the Korean, Vietnam, and Gulf wars, and the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Throughout it all, Hollywood’s caricature of the Arab has prowled
the silver screen. He is there to this day—repulsive and unrepresentative as ever.
What is an Arab? In countless films, Hollywood alleges the answer: Arabs are
brute murderers, sleazy rapists, religious fanatics, oil-rich dimwits, and abusers of
women. “They [the Arabs] all look alike to me,” quips the American heroine in the
movie The Sheik Steps Out (1937). “All Arabs look alike to me,” admits the protagonist in Commando (1968). Decades later, nothing had changed. Quips the U.S.
Ambassador in Hostage (1986), “I can’t tell one [Arab] from another. Wrapped in
those bed sheets they all look the same to me.” In Hollywood’s films, they certainly
do.
Pause and visualize the reel Arab. What do you see? Black beard, headdress,
dark sunglasses. In the background—a limousine, harem maidens, oil wells, camels. Or perhaps he is brandishing an automatic weapon, crazy hate in his eyes and
Allah on his lips. Can you see him?
Think about it. When was the last time you saw a movie depicting an Arab or an
American of Arab heritage as a regular guy? Perhaps a man who works ten hours a
day, comes home to a loving wife and family, plays soccer with his kids, and prays
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with family members at his respective mosque or church. He’s the kind of guy
you’d like to have as your next door neighbor, because—well, maybe because he’s a
bit like you.
But would you want to share your country, much less your street, with any of
Hollywood’s Arabs? Would you want your kids playing with him and his family, your
teenagers dating them? Would you enjoy sharing your neighborhood with fabulously wealthy and vile oil sheikhs with an eye for Western blondes and arms deals
and intent on world domination, or with crazed terrorists, airplane hijackers, or
camel-riding bedouins?

Real Arabs
Who exactly are the Arabs of the Middle East? When I use the term “Arab,” I
refer to the 265 million people who reside in, and the many more millions around
the world who are from, the 22 Arab states.1 The Arabs have made many contributions to our civilization. To name a few, Arab and Persian physicians and scientists
inspired European thinkers like Leonardo da Vinci. The Arabs invented algebra
and the concept of zero. Numerous English words—algebra, chemistry, coffee,
and others—have Arab roots. Arab intellectuals made it feasible for Western scholars to develop and practice advanced educational systems.
In astronomy Arabs used astrolabes for navigation, star maps, celestial globes,
and the concept of the center of gravity. In geography, they pioneered the use of
latitude and longitude. They invented the water clock; their architecture inspired
the Gothic style in Europe. In agriculture, they introduced oranges, dates, sugar,
and cotton, and pioneered water works and irrigation. And, they developed a tradition of legal learning, of secular literature and scientific and philosophical thought,
in which the Jews also played an important part.
There exists a mixed ethnicity in the Arab world—from 5000 BC to the present.
The Scots, Greeks, British, French, Romans, English, and others have occupied
the area. Not surprisingly, some Arabs have dark hair, dark eyes, and olive complexions. Others boast freckles, red hair, and blue eyes.
Geographically, the Arab world is one-and-a-half times as large as the United
States, stretching from the Strait of Hormuz to the Rock of Gibraltar. It’s the point
where Asia, Europe, and Africa come together. The region gave the world three
major religions, a language, and an alphabet.
In most Arab countries today, 70 percent of the population is under age 30. Most
share a common language, cultural heritage, history, and religion (Islam). Though
the vast majority of them are Muslims, about 15 million Arab Christians (including
Chaldean, Coptic, Eastern Orthodox, Episcopalian, Roman Catholic, Melkite,
Maronite, and Protestant), reside there as well.
. . . Their dress is traditional and Western. The majority are peaceful, not violent; poor, not rich; most do not dwell in desert tents; none are surrounded by
harem maidens; most have never seen an oil well or mounted a camel. Not one
travels via “magic carpets.” Their lifestyles defy stereotyping.
Downloaded from http://ann.sagepub.com at RUTGERS UNIV on December 8, 2008
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. . . Through immigration, conversion, and birth, . . . Muslims are America’s fastest growing religious group; about 500,000 reside in the greater Los Angeles area.
America’s six to eight million Muslims frequent more than 2,000 mosques, Islamic
centers, and schools. They include immigrants from more than 60 nations, as well
as African-Americans. In fact, most of the world’s 1.1 billion Muslims are Indonesian, Indian, or Malaysian. Only 12 percent of the world’s Muslims are Arab. Yet,
moviemakers ignore this reality, depicting Arabs and Muslims as one and the same
people. Repeatedly, they falsely project all Arabs as Muslims and all Muslims as
Arabs. As a result, viewers, too, tend to link the same attributes to both peoples.
. . . Hollywood’s past omission of “everyday” African-Americans, American Indians, and Latinos unduly affected the lives of these minorities. The same holds true
with the industry’s near total absence of regular Arab-Americans. Regular Mideast
Arabs, too, are invisible on silver screens. Asks Jay Stone, “Where are the movie
Arabs and Muslims who are just ordinary people?”2
Why is it important for the average American to know and care about the Arab
stereotype? It is critical because dislike of “the stranger,” which the Greeks knew as
xenophobia, forewarns that when one ethnic, racial, or religious group is vilified,
innocent people suffer. History reminds us that the cinema’s hateful Arab stereotypes are reminiscent of abuses in earlier times. Not so long ago—and sometimes
still—Asians, American Indians, blacks, and Jews were vilified.
Ponder the consequences. In February 1942, more than 100,000 Americans of
Japanese descent were displaced from their homes and interred in camps; for
decades blacks were denied basic civil rights, robbed of their property, and
lynched; American Indians, too, were displaced and slaughtered; and in Europe,
six million Jews perished in the Holocaust.
This is what happens when people are dehumanized.
Mythology in any society is significant. And, Hollywood’s celluloid mythology
dominates the culture. No doubt about it, Hollywood’s renditions of Arabs frame
stereotypes in viewer’s minds. The problem is peculiarly American. Because of the
vast American cultural reach via television and film—we are the world’s leading
exporter of screen images—the all-pervasive Arab stereotype has much more of a
negative impact on viewers today than it did thirty or forty years ago.
Nowadays, Hollywood’s motion pictures reach nearly everyone. Cinematic illusions are created, nurtured, and distributed worldwide, reaching viewers in more
than 100 countries, from Iceland to Thailand. Arab images have an effect not only
on international audiences, but on international movie makers as well. No sooner
do contemporary features leave the movie theaters than they are available in video
stores and transmitted onto TV screens. Thanks to technological advances, old
silent and sound movies impugning Arabs, some of which were produced before I
was born, are repeatedly broadcast on cable television and beamed directly into the
home.
Check your local guides and you will see that since the mid-1980s, appearing
each week on TV screens, are fifteen to twenty recycled movies projecting Arabs as
dehumanized caricatures: The Sheik (1921), The Mummy (1932), Cairo (1942),
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The Steel Lady (1953), Exodus (1960), The Black Stallion (1979), Protocol (1984),
The Delta Force (1986), Ernest in the Army (1997), and Rules of Engagement
(2000). Watching yesteryear’s stereotypical Arabs on TV screens is an unnerving
experience, especially when pondering the influence celluloid images have on
adults and our youth.
. . . Arabs, like Jews, are Semites, so it is perhaps not too surprising that Hollywood’s image of hook-nosed, robed Arabs parallels the image of Jews in Naziinspired movies such as Robert and Bertram (1939), Die Rothschilds Aktien von
Waterloo (1940), Der Ewige Jude (1940), and Jud Süss (1940). Once upon a cinematic time, screen Jews boasted exaggerated nostrils and dressed differently—in
yarmulkes and dark robes—than the films’ protagonists. In the past, Jews were
projected as the “other”—depraved and predatory money-grubbers who seek
world domination, worship a different God, and kill innocents. Nazi propaganda
also presented the lecherous Jew slinking in the shadows, scheming to snare the
blonde Aryan virgin.

Seen through Hollywood’s distorted
lenses, Arabs look different
and threatening.

Yesterday’s Shylocks resemble today’s hook-nosed sheikhs, arousing fear of the
“other.” Reflects William Greider, “Jews were despised as exemplars of modernism,” while today’s “Arabs are depicted as carriers of primitivism—[both] threatening to upset our cozy modern world with their strange habits and desires.”3
. . . Because of Hollywood’s heightened cultural awareness, producers try not to
demean most racial and ethnic groups. They know it is morally irresponsible to
repeatedly bombard viewers with a regular stream of lurid, unyielding, and unrepentant portraits of a people. The relation is one of cause and effect. Powerful collages of hurtful images serve to deepen suspicions and hatreds. Jerry Mander
observes, screen images “can cause people to do what they might otherwise never
[have] thought to do.”4
One can certainly make the case that movie land’s pernicious Arab images are
sometimes reflected in the attitudes and actions of journalists and government officials. Consider the aftermath of the 19 April 1995 bombing of the federal building
in Oklahoma City. Though no American of Arab descent was involved, they were
instantly targeted as suspects. Speculative reporting, combined with decades of
harmful stereotyping, resulted in more than 300 hate crimes against them.5
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A Basis for Understanding
. . . [I have reviewed] more than 900 feature films displaying Arab characters.
Regrettably, in all these I uncovered only a handful of heroic Arabs; they surface in
a few 1980s and 1990s scenarios. In Lion of the Desert (1981), righteous Arabs
bring down invading fascists. Humane Palestinians surface in Hanna K (1983) and
The Seventh Coin (1992). In Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves (1991), a devout Muslim who “fights better than twenty English knights,” helps Robin Hood get the
better of the evil Sheriff of Nottingham. In The 13th Warrior (1999), an Arab Muslim scholar befriends Nordic warriors, helping them defeat primitive cavemen.
And in Three Kings (1999), a movie celebrating our commonalities and differences, we view Arabs as regular folks, with affections and aspirations. This anti-war
movie humanizes the Iraqis, a people who for too long have been projected as evil
caricatures.
Most of the time I found moviemakers saturating the marketplace with all sorts
of Arab villains. Producers collectively impugned Arabs in every type of movie you
can imagine, targeting adults in well-known and high-budgeted movies such as
Exodus (1960), Black Sunday (1977), Ishtar (1987), and The Siege (1998); and
reaching out to teenagers with financially successful schlock movies such as Five
Weeks in a Balloon (1962), Things Are Tough All Over (1982), Sahara (1983), and
Operation Condor (1997). One constant factor dominates all the films: Derogatory
stereotypes are omnipresent, reaching youngsters, baby boomers, and older folk.
I am not saying an Arab should never be portrayed as the villain. What I am saying is that almost all Hollywood depictions of Arabs are bad ones. This is a grave
injustice. Repetitious and negative images of the reel Arab literally sustain adverse
portraits across generations. The fact is that for more than a century producers
have tarred an entire group of people with the same sinister brush.

Villains
. . . Beginning with Imar the Servitor (1914), up to and including The Mummy
Returns (2001), a synergy of images equates Arabs from Syria to the Sudan with
quintessential evil. In hundreds of movies “evil” Arabs stalk the screen. We see
them assaulting just about every imaginable foe—Americans, Europeans, Israelis,
legionnaires, Africans, fellow Arabs, even—for heaven’s sake—Hercules and
Samson.
Scores of comedies present Arabs as buffoons, stumbling all over themselves.
Some of our best known and most popular stars mock Arabs: Will Rogers in Business and Pleasure (1931); Laurel and Hardy in Beau Hunks (1931); Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby in Road to Morocco (1942); the Marx Brothers in A Night in Casablanca (1946); Abbott and Costello in Abbott and Costello in the Foreign Legion
(1950); the Bowery Boys in Bowery to Bagdad (1955); Jerry Lewis in The Sad Sack
(1957); Phil Silvers in Follow That Camel (1967); Marty Feldman in The Last
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Remake of Beau Geste (1977); Harvey Korman in Americathon (1979); Bugs
Bunny in 1001 Rabbit Tales (1982); Dustin Hoffman and Warren Beatty in Ishtar
(1987); Pauly Shore in In the Army Now (1994); and Jim Varney in Ernest in the
Army (1997).
Some protagonists even refer to Arabs as “dogs” and “monkeys.” As a result,
those viewers laughing at bumbling reel Arabs leave movie theaters with a sense of
solidarity, united by their shared distance from these peoples of ridicule.
In dramas, especially, Hollywood’s stars contest and vanquish reel Arabs. See
Emory Johnson in The Gift Girl (1917); Gary Cooper in Beau Sabreur (1928); John
Wayne in I Cover the War (1937); Burt Lancaster in Ten Tall Men (1951); Dean
Martin in The Ambushers (1967); Michael Caine in Ashanti (1979); Sean Connery
in Never Say Never Again (1983); Harrison Ford in Frantic (1988); Kurt Russell in
Executive Decision (1996); and Brendan Frasier in The Mummy (1999).
Perhaps in an attempt to further legitimize the stereotype, as well as to attract
more viewers, in the mid-1980s studios presented notable African-American
actors facing off against, and ultimately destroying, reel Arabs. Among them,
Eddie Murphy, Louis Gossett Jr., Robert Guillaume, Samuel Jackson, Denzel
Washington, and Shaquille O’Neal.6
In the Disney movie Kazaam (1996), O’Neal pummels three Arab Muslims who
covet “all the money in the world.” Four years later, director William Friedkin has
actor Samuel Jackson exploiting jingoistic prejudice and religious bigotry in Rules
of Engagement (2000). The effects of ethnic exploitation are especially obvious in
scenes revealing egregious, false images of Yemeni children as assassins and enemies of the United States.
To my knowledge, no Hollywood WWI, WWII, or Korean War movie has ever
shown America’s fighting forces slaughtering children. Yet, near the conclusion of
Rules of Engagement, US marines open fire on the Yemenis, shooting 83 men,
women, and children. During the scene, viewers rose to their feet, clapped and
cheered. Boasts director Friedkin, “I’ve seen audiences stand up and applaud the
film throughout the United States.”7 Some viewers applaud Marines gunning
down Arabs in war dramas not necessarily because of cultural insensitivity, but
because for more than 100 years Hollywood has singled out the Arab as our enemy.
Over a period of time, a steady stream of bigoted images does, in fact, tarnish our
judgment of a people and their culture.
Rules of Engagement not only reinforces historically damaging stereotypes, but
promotes a dangerously generalized portrayal of Arabs as rabidly anti-American.
Equally troubling to this honorably discharged US Army veteran is that Rules of
Engagement’s credits thank for their assistance the Department of Defense
(DOD) and the US Marine Corps. More than fourteen feature films, all of which
show Americans killing Arabs, credit the DOD for providing needed equipment,
personnel, and technical assistance. Sadly, the Pentagon seems to condone these
Arab-bashing ventures, as evidenced in True Lies (1994), Executive Decision
(1996), and Freedom Strike (1998).
On November 30, 2000, Hollywood luminaries attended a star-studded dinner
hosted by Defense Secretary William Cohen in honor of Motion Picture AssociaDownloaded from http://ann.sagepub.com at RUTGERS UNIV on December 8, 2008
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tion President Jack Valenti, for which the Pentagon paid the bill—$295,000. Called
on to explain why the DOD personnel were fraternizing with imagemakers at an
elaborate Beverly Hills gathering, spokesman Kenneth Bacon said: “If we can have
television shows and movies that show the excitement and importance of military
life, they can help generate a favorable atmosphere for recruiting.”
The DOD has sometimes shown concern when other peoples have been tarnished on film. For example, in the late 1950s, DOD officials were reluctant to
cooperate with moviemakers attempting to advance Japanese stereotypes. When
The Bridge over the River Kwai (1957) was being filmed, Donald Baruch, head of
the DOD’s Motion Picture Production Office, cautioned producers not to overemphasize Japanese terror and torture, advising:
In our ever-increasing responsibility for maintaining a mutual friendship and respect
among the people of foreign lands, the use of disparaging terms to identify ethnic, national
or religious groups is inimical to our national interest, particularly in motion pictures sanctioned by Government cooperation.8

Arabs are almost always easy targets in war movies. From as early as 1912,
decades prior to the 1991 Gulf War, dozens of films presented allied agents and
military forces—American, British, French, and more recently Israeli—obliterating Arabs. In the World War I drama The Lost Patrol (1934), a brave British sergeant (Victor McLaughlin) guns down “sneaky Arabs, those dirty, filthy swine.” An
American newsreel cameraman (John Wayne) helps wipe out a “horde of [Arab]
tribesmen” in I Cover the War (1937).
In Sirocco (1951), the first Hollywood feature film projecting Arabs as terrorists,
Syrian “fanatics” assail French soldiers and American arms dealer Harry Smith
(Humphrey Bogart). The Lost Command (1966) shows French Colonel Raspeguy’s
(Anthony Quinn) soldiers killing Algerians. And, Israelis gun down sneaky bedouins in two made-in-Israel films, Sinai Guerrillas (1960) and Sinai Commandos
(1968).
Arabs trying to rape, kill, or abduct fair-complexioned Western heroines is a
common theme, dominating scenarios from Captured by Bedouins (1912), to The
Pelican Brief (1993). In Brief, an Arab hit man tries to assassinate the protagonist,
played by Julia Roberts. In Captured, desert bandits kidnap a fair American
maiden, but she is eventually rescued by a British officer. As for her bedouin
abductors, they are gunned down by rescuing US Cavalry troops.
Arabs enslave and abuse Africans in about ten films, including A Daughter of the
Congo (1930), Drums of Africa (1963), and Ashanti (1979). Noted African-American
filmmaker Oscar Micheaux, who made “race movies” from 1919 to 1948, also
advanced the Arab-as-abductor theme in his Daughter of the Congo. Though
Micheaux’s movies contested Hollywood’s Jim Crow stereotypes of blacks, A
Daughter of the Congo depicts lecherous Arab slavers abducting and holding hostage a lovely Mulatto woman and her maid. The maiden is eventually rescued by
the heroic African-American officers of the 10th US Cavalry.
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Anti-Christian Arabs appear in dozens of films. When the US military officer in
Another Dawn (1937) is asked why Arabs despise Westerners, he barks: “It’s a good
Moslem hatred of Christians.” Islam is also portrayed as a violent faith in Legion of
the Doomed (1959). Here, an Arab is told, “Kill him before he kills you.” Affirms
the Arab as he plunges a knife into his foe’s gut, “You speak the words of Allah.”
And, in The Castilian (1963), Spanish Christians triumph over Arab Muslim zealots. How? By releasing scores of squealing pigs! Terrified of the pigs, the reel Arabs
retreat.

From as early as 1912, . . . dozens of films
presented allied agents and military
forces . . . obliterating Arabs.

Arabs invade the United States and terrorize innocents in Golden Hands of
Kurigal (1949), Terror Squad (1988), True Lies (1994), and The Siege (1998). The
Siege is especially alarming. In it, Arab immigrants methodically lay waste to
Manhattan. Assisted by Arab-American auto mechanics, university students, and a
college teacher, they blow up the city’s FBI building, kill scores of government
agents, blast theatergoers, and detonate a bomb in a crowded bus.
. . . Oily Arabs and robed thugs intent on acquiring nuclear weapons surface in
roughly ten films. See Fort Algiers (1958) and Frantic (1988).
At least a dozen made-in-Israel and Golan-Globus movies, such as Eagles Attack
at Dawn (1970), Iron Eagle (1986), and Chain of Command (1993), show Americans and/or Israelis crushing evil-minded Arabs, many of whom are portrayed by
Israeli actors.
More than 30 French Foreign Legion movies, virtually a sub-genre of boy’sown-adventure films, show civilized legionnaires obliterating backward desert
bedouin. These legion formula films cover a span of more than 80 years, from The
Unknown (1915) to Legionnaire (1998). Scenarios display courageous, outnumbered legionnaires battling against, and ultimately overcoming, unruly Arabs.
Even Porky Pig as a legionnaire and his camel join in the melee, beating up bedouins in the animated cartoon, Little Beau Porky (1936).
. . . Observes William Greider of the Washington Post, “Much of what Westerners ‘learned’ about Arabs sounds similar to what nineteenth-century Americans
‘discovered’ about Indians on this continent . . . acceptable villains make our trou-
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bles so manageable.” In the past, imagemakers punctuated “anti-human qualities
in these strange people,” American Indians. They projected them as savages, not
thinking like us, “not sharing our aspirations.” Once one has concluded that Indians
thrive on violence, disorder, and stealth, it becomes easier to accept rather than
challenge “irrational” portraits. Today, says Greider, “The Arab stereotypes created
by British and French colonialism are still very much with us.”9
Film producers, broadcast journalists, and military leaders echo Greider’s Arabas-Indian analogy. Seeing marauding desert Arabs approach, the American protagonist in the war movie The Steel Lady (1953) quips, “This is bandit area, worse than
Arizona Apache.” In talking up his film Iron Eagle (1986), producer Ron Samuels
gushed: Showing an American teen hijacking a jet and wiping out scores of Arabs
“was just the kind of story I’d been looking for. . . . It reminded me of the old John
Wayne westerns.”

Sheikhs
The word “sheikh” means, literally, a wise elderly person, the head of the family,
but you would not know that from watching any of Hollywood’s “sheikh” features,
more than 160 scenarios, including the Kinetoscope short Sheik Hadj Tahar Hadj
Cherif (1894) and the Selig Company’s The Power of the Sultan (1907)—the first
movie to be filmed in Los Angeles. Throughout the Arab world, to show respect,
people address Muslim religious leaders as sheikhs.
Moviemakers, however, attach a completely different meaning to the word. As
Matthew Sweet points out, “The cinematic Arab has never been an attractive figure . . . in the 1920s he was a swarthy Sheik, wiggling his eyebrows and chasing the
[Western] heroine around a tiled courtyard. After the 1973 oil crisis . . . producers
revitalized the image of the fabulously wealthy and slothful sheikh, only this time
he was getting rich at the expense of red-blooded Americans; he became an inscrutable bully—a Ray-Ban-ed variation of the stereotypes of the Jewish money
lender.”10
Instead of presenting sheikhs as elderly men of wisdom, screenwriters offer
romantic melodramas portraying them as stooges-in-sheets, slovenly, hook-nosed
potentates intent on capturing pale-faced blondes for their harems. Imitating the
stereotypical behavior of their lecherous predecessors—the “bestial” Asian, the
black “buck,” and the “lascivious” Latino—slovenly Arabs move to swiftly and violently deflower Western maidens. Explains Edward Said, “The perverted sheikh
can often be seen snarling at the captured Western hero and blonde girl . . . [and
saying] ‘My men are going to kill you, but they like to amuse themselves before.’ ”11
Early silent films, such as The Unfaithful Odalisque (1903), The Arab (1915),
and The Sheik (1921), all present bearded, robed Arab rulers as one collective stereotypical lecherous cur. In The Unfaithful Odalisque, the sheikh not only admonishes his harem maiden, he directs a Nubian slave to lash her with a cat-o’-ninetails. In The Sheik (1921), Sheikh Ahmed (Valentino) glares at Diana, the kid-
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napped British lovely and boasts: “When an Arab sees a woman he wants, he takes
her!”
Flash forward 33 years. Affirms the sheikh in The Adventures of Hajji Baba
(1954): “Give her to me or I’ll take her!”
Moving to kidnap and/or seduce the Western heroine, clumsy moneyed sheikhs
fall all over themselves in more than 60 silent and sound movies, ranging from The
Fire and the Sword (1914) to Protocol (1984). Sheikhs disregard Arab women, preferring instead to ravish just one Western woman.
But Hollywood’s silent movies did not dare show Western women bedding
sheikhs. Why? Because America’s movie censors objected to love scenes between
Westerners and Arabs. Even producers experiencing desert mirages dared not
imagine such unions.
Some viewers perceived Valentino’s The Sheik (1921) to be an exception to the
rule. Not true. Valentino’s Sheikh Ahmed, who vanquishes Diana, the Western heroine in the movie, is actually a European, not an Arab. This helps explain why the
European lover-boy dressed in Arab garb was viewed so positively by his essentially
female audience. Note the dialogue, revealing Ahmed to be a European:
Diana, the heroine: “His [Ahmed’s] hand is so large for an Arab.”
Ahmed’s French friend: “He is not an Arab. His father was an Englishman, his mother a
Spaniard.”

Other desert scenarios followed suit, allowing the hero and heroine to make
love, but only after revealing they were actually Western Christians!
In Europe, it was otherwise. As early as 1922, a few European movies such as
The Sheikh’s Wife (1922) countered fixed themes, showing Western heroines
embracing dashing Arab sheikhs.
Both good and evil sheikhs battle each other in about 60 Arabian Nights fantasies, animated and non-animated. A plethora of unsavory characters, wicked
viziers, slimy slavers, irreverent magicians, and shady merchants contest courageous princes, princesses, lamp genies, and folk heroes such as Ali Baba, Sinbad,
Aladdin and, on occasion, the benevolent caliph. You can see some of them in the
four Kismet fantasies (1920, 1930, 1944, 1955), Prisoners of the Casbah (1955), and
Aladdin (1992).
Even animated cartoon characters thump Arabs. My childhood hero, Bugs
Bunny, clobbers nasty Arabs in 1001 Rabbit Tales (1982). Bugs trounces an ugly
genie, a dense sheikh, and the ruler’s spoiled son. My other cartoon hero, Popeye,
also trounces Arabs. In the early 1930s, Fleischer Studios’ lengthy Popeye cartoons
presented Arab folk heroes as rogues, not as champions. Popeye clobbers, not
befriends, Ali Baba and Sinbad in Popeye the Sailor Meets Ali Baba’s Forty Thieves,
and Popeye the Sailor Meets Sinbad the Sailor.
Beginning in the mid-1970s, fresh directors also projected Arab leaders through
warped prisms. Emulating their predecessors’ stereotypes they, too, displayed
Western heroines fending off over-sexed desert sheikhs.
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Yet, there are dramatic differences in sheikh images. Once-upon-a-time Arabian Nights movies, such as Ali Baba Goes to Town (1937) and Aladdin and His
Lamp (1952), show indolent sheikhs lounging on thrones. But, contemporary films
present oily, militant, ostentatious sheikhs reclining in Rolls Royces, aspiring to buy
up chunks of America.
Today’s films present anti-Christian, anti-Jewish Arab potentates perched atop
missile bases, armed with nuclear weapons, plenty of oil, and oodles of cash. Using
Islam to justify violence, today’s reel mega-rich hedonists pose a much greater
threat to the West, to Israel, and to fellow Arabs than did their predecessors. You
can catch a few of their kind in Rollover (1981), Wrong Is Right (1982), The Jewel of
the Nile (1985), and American Ninja 4: The Annihilation (1991).
Scantily clad harem maidens attend sheikhs in more than 30 scenarios. The rulers shrug off some, torture others, and enslave the rest. Enslaving international
beauties in the X-rated movie, Ilsa: Harem Keeper of the Oil Sheikhs (1976), is a
depraved Arab ruler and his cohort—Ilsa, the “She-Wolf of the S.S.” Depraved
sheikhs also subjugate dwarfs and Africans; see Utz (1992) and Slavers (1977).

[O]ne of the elements that makes
stereotyping so powerful, and so hard to
eliminate, is that it is self-perpetuating.

Often, producers falsify geopolitical realities. During WWII many Arab nations
actively supported the Allies. Moroccan, Tunisian, and Algerian soldiers, for example, fought alongside French troops in North Africa, Italy, and France. Also, Jordanian and Libyan troops assisted members of the British armed services. And, late in
the conflict, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq declared war on Germany.12
Yet, most movies fail to show Arabs fighting alongside the good guys. Instead,
burnoosed pro-Nazi potentates, some belonging to the “Arabian Gestapo,” appear
in more than ten sheikh movies; see, for example, A Yank in Libya (1942), Action in
Arabia (1944), and The Steel Lady (1953). As early as 1943, about fifty years before
the Gulf War, Adventure in Iraq (1943) depicts the US Air Force bombing the proGerman Iraqi ruler’s “devil-worshiper” minions into oblivion.
From the start, protagonists ranging from Samson to 007 have battled
burnoosed chieftains. Flashback to the 1900s. Two 1918 films, Tarzan of the Apes
and Bound in Morocco, show Tarzan and Douglas Fairbanks, respectively, trouncing shifty sheikhs.
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Cut to the 1940s. Abbott and Costello, Bing Crosby, and Bob Hope follow suit
by belittling Arabs in Lost in a Harem (1944) and Road to Morocco (1942).
Advance to the 1950s. The Bowery Boys and Tab Hunter thrash robed rulers in
Looking for Danger (1957) and The Steel Lady (1953), respectively.
Flash forward to the 1960s and the 1970s. Elvis Presley, Pat Boone, and Jerry
Lewis deride Arabs in: Harum Scarum (1965), The Perils of Pauline (1967), and
Don’t Raise the Bridge, Lower the River (1968). Other stars bashing sheikhs were
Ron Ely in Slavers (1977), Michael Douglas in The Jewel of the Nile (1985), Cheech
and Chong in Things Are Tough All Over (1982), and Eddie Murphy in Best
Defense (1984). And I almost forgot—Burt Braverman drubs two of movie land’s
ugliest sheikhs in Hollywood Hot Tubs 2: Educating Crystal (1990).
The movies of the 1980s are especially offensive. They display insolent desert
sheikhs with thick accents threatening to rape and/or enslave starlets: Brooke
Shields in Sahara (1983), Goldie Hawn in Protocol (1984), Bo Derek in Bolero
(1984), and Kim Basinger in Never Say Never Again (1986).
Finally, five made-in-Israel films lambast sheikhs. Particularly degrading is
Golan and Globus’ Paradise (1981). A combination of Western teenagers and
chimpanzees finish off the “jackal,” a Christian-hating bedouin chieftain, and his
cohorts.

Maidens
Arab women, meanwhile, are humiliated, demonized, and eroticized in more
than 50 feature films.
Half-Arab heroines as well as mute enslaved Arab women appear in about sixteen features, ranging from foreign legion films to Arabian Nights fantasies. “The
Arabian Nights never end,” writes William Zinsser. It is a place where young slave
girls lie about on soft couches, stretching their slender legs, ready to do a good turn
for any handsome stranger who stumbles into the room. Amid all this décolletage
sits the jolly old Caliph, miraculously cool to the wondrous sights around him, puffing his water pipe. . . . This is history at its best.13
Stereotypical idiosyncrasies abound, linking the Arab woman to several regularly repeated “B” images:
1. They appear as bosomy bellydancers leering out from diaphanous veils, or as disposable
“knick-knacks,” scantily-clad harem maidens with bare midriffs, closeted in the palace’s
women’s quarters.
2. Background shots show them as Beasts of Burden, carrying jugs on their heads. Some are
“so fat, no one would touch them.”
3. In films such as The Sheltering Sky (1990) they appear as shapeless Bundles of Black, a
homogeneous sea of covered women trekking silently behind their unshaven mates.
4. Beginning in 1917 with Fox’s silent Cleopatra, starring Theda Bara, studios labeled Arab
women “serpents” and “vampires.” Subsequently, the word “vamp,” a derivation of that
word, was added to English dictionaries. Advancing the vampire image are movies such as
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Saadia (1953) and Beast of Morocco (1966). Both display Arab women as Black magic
vamps, or enchantresses “possessed of devils.”
5. In The Leopard Woman (1920) and Nighthawks (1981) they are Bombers intent on killing
Westerners.

When those dark-complexioned femmes fatales move to woo the American/
British hero, they are often disappointed. The majority of movies, such as Outpost
in Morocco (1949), posit that an Arab woman in love with a Western hero must die.
A few films allow Arab maidens to embrace Western males. In A Café in Cairo
(1925) and Arabesque (1966), actresses Priscilla Dean and Sophia Loren appear as
bright and lovely Arab women. Only after the women ridicule and reject Arab suitors, does the scenario allow them to fall into the arms of Western protagonists.
Regrettably, just a handful of movies—Anna Ascends (1922), Princess Tam Tam
(1935), Bagdad (1949), Flame of Araby (1951), and Flight from Ashiya (1964),
present brave and compassionate Arab women, genuine heroines. There are also
admirable queens and princesses in several Cleopatra films and Arabian fantasy
tales.
. . . Taken together, her mute on-screen non-behavior and black-cloaked costume serve to alienate the Arab woman from her international sisters, and vice
versa. Not only do the reel Arab women never speak, but they are never in the work
place, functioning as doctors, computer specialists, school teachers, print and
broadcast journalists, or as successful, well-rounded electric or domestic engineers. Movies don’t show charitable Arab women such as those who belong to the
Mosaic Foundation, which donates millions to American hospitals. Points out
Camelia Anwar Sadat, Syria and Egypt gave women the right to vote as early as
Europe did—and much earlier than Switzerland. Today, women make up nearly
one-third of the Egyptian parliament. You would never guess from Hollywood’s
portrayal of Arab women that they are as diverse and talented as any others. Hollywood has not yet imagined a woman as interesting as Ivonne Abdel-Baki, the daughter of Lebanese immigrants and Ecuador’s ambassador to Washington. AbdelBaki, a specialist in conflict resolution, graduated from Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government and is fluent in five languages. Or De’ Al-Mohammed,
the University of Missouri’s blind fencing star.14 And many, many more.

Egyptians
. . . Egyptian caricatures appear in more than 100 films, from mummy tales to
legends of pharaohs and queens to contemporary scenarios. Reel Egyptians routinely descend upon Westerners, Israelis, and fellow Egyptians. Interspersed
throughout the movies are souk swindlers as well as begging children scratching for
baksheesh. An ever-constant theme shows devious Egyptians moving to defile
Western women; see Cecil B. DeMille’s Made for Love (1926) and Sphinx (1981).
Stephen Spielberg’s films Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981), Young Sherlock
Holmes (1986), and Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) merit special attenDownloaded from http://ann.sagepub.com at RUTGERS UNIV on December 8, 2008
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tion, as do Golan-Globus’ 1960s scenarios, made-in-Israel: Cairo Operation (1965)
and Trunk to Cairo (1965). The producers paint Egyptians as nuclear-crazed and
pro-Nazi. Their scenarios are particularly objectionable given the real-life heroics
of the Arab Brotherhood of Freedom, a group of brave Egyptians who sided with
the Allies during World War II.
Imagemakers are not so harsh with Queen Cleopatra. Beginning with Helen
Gardner’s Cleopatra (1912), Hollywood enlisted stars such as Ava Gardner, Theda
Bara, Vivian Leigh, Sophia Loren, Claudette Colbert, and Elizabeth Taylor to portray Egypt’s seductive queen. Approximately fifteen movies show Egypt’s queen,
encircled by stereotypical maidens, pining over Roman leaders. Only four movies
display Egyptian queens romancing Egyptians. The majority display Egyptian
royals feuding with fellow Egyptians as well as Rome’s soldiers.
A few movies, such as Cecil B. DeMille’s The Ten Commandments (1923) and
DreamWorks’ Jeffrey Katzenberg’s The Prince of Egypt (1998), feature Egyptian
rogues trying to crush heroic Israelites. I found the animated Prince of Egypt to be
less offensive than DeMille’s scenarios. Though Katzenberg’s movie displays
plenty of Egyptian villains, Prince of Egypt offers more humane, balanced portraits
than do DeMille’s 1923 and 1956 versions of The Ten Commandments. DeMille’s
1923 film shows Egyptian guards beating “the dogs of Israel” and Pharaoh’s tenyear-old son whipping Moses.

No significant element of public opinion
has yet to oppose the stereotype; even scholars
and government officials are mum.

From the start, moviemakers linked Egypt with the undead. In Georges
Méliès’s film The Monster (1903), the camera reveals a bearded Egyptian magician
removing a skeleton from its casket. Presto! He transforms the bony thing into a
lovely maiden. But, not for long. The cunning magician changes the woman back
into a skeleton.
Say “Egypt” and producers think “Mummies” and “Money.” Beginning with
Vitagraph’s The Egyptian Mummy (1914) and Dust of Egypt (1915), Hollywood
presented about 26 mummy films. In order to spook viewers, cinematographers
placed gauze over the camera’s lens, creating chilling, dreamlike, and exotic
moods. Topping the list is Universal’s The Mummy (1932). Due to a fine screenplay
and Boris Karloff’s performance as the mummy Imhotep, this classic stands the
test of time as the mummy film. Other popular mummy movies are The Mummy’s
Hand (1940), The Mummy’s Tomb (1942), and The Mummy’s Revenge (1973).
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Mummy plots are relatively simple: Revived mummies and their caretaker
“priests” contest Western archaeologists. In most scenarios, the ambitious gravediggers ignore tomb curses. So of course they suffer the consequences for daring to
reawaken Egypt’s sleeping royals. Meanwhile, the Westerners dupe ignorant,
superstitious, and two-timing Egyptians.
Once fully revived, the bandages-with-eyes mummy lusts after the archaeologist’s fair-skinned daughter. And, the mummy crushes panicked Egyptian workers
and all crypt violators—”infidels,” “unbelievers,” and “heretics.” Occasionally,
movies like The Awakening (1980) pump up the action by offering decomposed
horrors; also in this one, a queen’s evil spirit so contaminates the Western heroine,
she kills her father.
Obviously, there’s more to the state of Egypt, the most heavily populated of all
Arab countries, than pyramids and curses. Egypt is comprised of a people who take
pride in their culture and their long and honorable history. Moving to modernize its
economy and to improve the living standards of its population, Egypt now boasts
more than fourteen state universities. The likes of scholarly students or noted
Egyptian archeologists, men like the celebrated Kamal El Malakh, are absent from
movie screens.
Nor do screenwriters present scenarios patterned after Egypt’s renowned journalists and authors, like Rose El-Yousef and Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz.
Egyptians, like most other Arabs, are deeply religious and are noted for their warm
hospitality. In villages and throughout cosmopolitan cities like Cairo and Alexandria, Ahlan wa Sahlan (Welcome, this is your home) is spoken as often as “good
morning.”

Palestinians
. . . Observed Mark Twain, “We are all ignorant, just about different things.”
When it comes to the Middle East, many Americans are ignorant about the history
and plight of the Palestinian people. One reason is that moviegoers may mistakenly
believe reel Palestinians, those ugly make-believe film “terrorists,” are real Palestinians. Should this be true, then what must viewers think of Palestinians after exiting movie theaters?
To assume viewers acquire some true knowledge of Palestinians after watching
the 45 Palestinian fiction films that I discuss here is both dangerous and misleading. It’s the same as thinking that you could acquire accurate knowledge of Africans
by watching Tarzan movies, or that you would know all about Americans after
watching movies about serial killers.
More than half of the Palestinian movies were released in the 1980s and 1990s;
nineteen from 1983–1989; nine from 1990–1998. Absent from Hollywood’s IsraeliPalestinian movies are human dramas revealing Palestinians as normal folk—
computer specialists, domestic engineers, farmers, teachers, and artists. Never do
movies present Palestinians as innocent victims and Israelis as brutal oppressors.
No movie shows Israeli soldiers and settlers uprooting olive orchards, gunning
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down Palestinian civilians in Palestinian cities. No movie shows Palestinian families struggling to survive under occupation, living in refugee camps, striving to have
their own country and passports stating “Palestine.” Disturbingly, only two scenarios present Palestinian families.
. . . One year after the state of Israel was born, the film, Sword of the Desert
(1949), presented Palestine according to the popular Zionist slogan, as a land without a people—even though the vast majority of people living in Palestine at the
time were, in fact, Palestinians. This myth—no-Palestinians-reside-in-Palestine—
is also served up in Cast a Giant Shadow (1966) and Judith (1966).
A decade after Sword of the Desert Paul Newman declared war on the Palestinians in Exodus (1960). Hollywood’s heroes followed suit. In Prisoner in the Middle
(1974), David Janssen links up with Israeli forces; together they gun down Palestinian nuclear terrorists. Films from the 1980s such as The Delta Force (1986) and
Wanted: Dead or Alive (1987) present Lee Marvin, Chuck Norris, and Rutger
Hauer blasting Palestinians in the Mideast and in Los Angeles. In the 1990s, Charlie Sheen and Kurt Russell obliterate Palestinians in Lebanon and aboard a passenger jet, in Navy SEALs (1990) and Executive Decision (1996).
In Ministry of Vengeance (1989) filmmakers dishonor Palestinians and American military chaplains as well. In lieu of presenting the chaplain, a Vietnam veteran,
as a devout, non-violent man, the minister exterminates Palestinians. The minister’s parishioners approve of the killings, applauding him.
Seven films, including True Lies (1994) and Wanted Dead or Alive (1987), project the Palestinian as a nerve-gassing nuclear terrorist. In more than eleven movies, including Half-Moon Street (1986) Terror in Beverly Hills (1988), and Appointment with Death (1988), Palestinian evildoers injure and physically threaten
Western women and children.
The reader should pay special attention to Black Sunday (1977), Hollywood’s
first major movie showing Palestinians terrorizing and killing Americans on US
soil. Telecast annually the week of Super Bowl Sunday, the movie presents Dahlia,
a Palestinian terrorist, and her cohort Fasil. They aim to massacre 80,000 Super
Bowl spectators, including the American President, a Jimmy Carter look-alike.
Dictating numerous Palestinian-as-terrorist scenarios is the Israeli connection.
More than half (28) of the Palestinian movies were filmed in Israel. Nearly all of the
made-in-Israel films, especially the seven Cannon movies, display violent, sexcrazed Palestinian “bastards [and] animals” contesting Westerners, Israelis, and
fellow Arabs.
I believe Cannon’s poisonous scenarios are not accidental, but rather propaganda disguised as entertainment. Even in the early 1900s studio moguls knew that
motion pictures could serve propagandists. Following WWI, Adolph Zukor, the
head of Paramount Pictures affirmed this film-as-propaganda fact, saying fiction
films should no longer be viewed as simply “entertainment and amusement.” The
war years, he said, “register[ed] indisputably the fact that as an avenue of propaganda, as a channel for conveying thought and opinion, the movies are unequaled
by any form of communication.”17
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Why the Stereotype?
. . . Ask a film industry executive, director, or writer whether it is ethical to perpetuate ethnic or racial stereotypes and you can expect a quick negative response.
How then, to explain that since 1970, these very same individuals produced,
directed, and scripted more than 350 films portraying Arabs as insidious cultural
“others”?
Either filmmakers are perpetuating the stereotype unknowingly, and would
immediately disassociate themselves from such activities were they to realize the
implications of their actions, or they are doing so knowingly and will only stop when
sufficient pressure is brought to bear on them.
It is difficult to imagine that screenwriters who draft scenes of fat, lecherous
sheikhs ogling Western blondes, or crazed Arab terrorists threatening to blow up
America with nuclear weapons, are not precisely aware of what they are doing. But
we sometimes forget that one of the elements that makes stereotyping so powerful,
and so hard to eliminate, is that it is self-perpetuating. Filmmakers grew up watching Western heroes crush hundreds of reel “bad” Arabs. Some naturally repeat the
stereotype without realizing that, in so doing, they are innocently joining the ranks
of the stereotypes’ creators.
Huge inroads have been made toward the elimination of many racial and ethnic
stereotypes from the movie screen, but Hollywood’s stereotype of Arabs remains
unabated. Over the last three decades stereotypical portraits have actually
increased in number and virulence.
The Arab stereotype’s extraordinary longevity is the result, I believe, of a collection of factors. For starters, consider print and broadcast “if it bleeds it leads” news
reports. Like most Americans, creators of popular culture (including novelists, cartoonists, and filmmakers), form their opinions of a people, in part, based on what
they read in print, hear on the radio, and see on television. Like the rest of us, they
are inundated and influenced by a continuous flow of “seen one, seen ’em all”
headlines and sound bites.
. . . The image began to intensify in the late 1940s when the state of Israel was
founded on Palestinian land. From that preemptive point on—through the ArabIsraeli wars of 1948, 1967, and 1973, the hijacking of planes, the disruptive 1973
Arab oil embargo, along with the rise of Libya’s Muammar Qaddafi and Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini—shot after shot delivered the relentless drum beat that all Arabs
were and are Public Enemy No. 1.
Right through the 1980s, the 1990s, and into the twenty-first century, this “bad
people” image prevailed, especially during the Palestinian intifada and the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon. In 1980, the rabid followers of Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini held
52 Americans hostage at the US Embassy in Teheran for 444 days. Nightly, TV
cameras blazoned across the planet Khomeini’s supporters chanting “Death to
America!” and calling our country “the Great Satan” as they burned our flag and, in
effigy, Uncle Sam himself.
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At the height of the Iranian hostage crisis anti-Arab feelings intensified, as 70
percent of Americans wrongly identified Iran as an Arab country. Even today, most
Americans think of Iranians as Arabs. In fact, Iranians are Persians, another people
altogether.
. . . It got worse in the 1990s. Two major events, the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait that
led to the Gulf War, and the bombing of New York City’s World Trade Center, combined to create misguided mindset, leading some Americans to believe all Arabs
are terrorists and that Arabs do not value human life as much as we do. As a result,
some of us began even perceiving our fellow Americans of Arab descent as clones
of Iraq’s Saddam Hussein and the terrorist Osama bin Laden. Well, I think you get
the picture.
. . . Not only do these violent news images of extremists reinforce and exacerbate
already prevalent stereotypes, but they serve as both a source and excuse for continued Arab-bashing by those filmmakers eager to exploit the issue. In particular,
the news programs are used by some producers and directors to deny they are actually engaged in stereotyping. “We’re not stereotyping,” they object. “Just look at
your television set. Those are real Arabs.”

. . . I discovered more than 50 motion pictures
sans Arab villains, five percent of the
total number reviewed here.

Such responses are disingenuous and dishonest. As we know, news reports by
their very nature cover extraordinary events. We should not expect reporters to
inundate the airwaves with the lives of ordinary Arabs. But filmmakers have a
moral obligation not to advance the news media’s sins of omission and commission,
not to tar an entire group of people on the basis of the crimes and the alleged crimes
of a few.
. . . Why would anyone take part in the denigration of a people knowingly? I
think one answer is the Arab-Israeli conflict. Though the majority of moviemakers
are fair-minded professionals, there are some who, in the interests of pursuing
their own political or personal agenda, are willing to perpetuate hate. These individuals may be expected to continue to indict Arabs on movie screens for as long as
unjust images are tolerated.
New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd offers another answer:
“[S]tereotypes are not only offensive [but] they are also comforting. They . . .
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exempt people from any further mental or emotional effort. They wrap life in the
arch toastiness of fairy tale and myth. They make complicated understandings
unnecessary.”16 Convenient stereotypes make everyone’s job easier. Rather than
having to pen a good joke, the writer inserts a stumbling, bumbling sheikh. Looking
for a villain? Toss in an Arab terrorist—we all know what they look like from watching movies and TV. No thought required. As for the audience? Well, it also makes
some of us feel better to see ourselves as superior to someone else. If one is no longer allowed to feel superior to Asians, Jews, Latinos, or blacks, at least we can feel
superior to those wretched Arabs.
. . . Certainly, the Department of Defense’s rubber-stamping of motion pictures
that lambaste Arabs plays a role. The fact is, the government has a history of playing
a role in what movies do and don’t get made. As early as 1917, the federal government not only acknowledged the power of film to influence political thought, it
took on the wrongful role of censor. As soon as the United States declared war on
Germany, the government declared that no Hollywood movie could arouse prejudice against friendly nations. The 1917 film The Spirit of ’76 reveals heroic American revolutionaries such as Patrick Henry and Paul Revere. But, some frames show
British soldiers committing acts of atrocities. As England was our World War I ally,
the government protested; a judge declared producer Robert Goldstein’s movie
advanced anti-British sentiments. Calling the film “potent German propaganda,”17
the judge sentenced Goldstein to prison.
Greed, too, is an incentive. Bash-the-Arab movies make money. Thus, some
producers exploit the stereotype for profit.
. . . The absence of vibrant film criticism is another cause. A much-needed
recourse against harmful Arab images would be more vigorous criticism emanating
from industry executives and movie critics. I recall, still, Bosley Crowther’s New
York Times review of Adventure in Sahara (1938). Instead of criticizing stereotypes, Crowther advanced them, writing: “We know the desert is no picnic and you
can’t trust an Arab very far.”
Another factor is silence. No significant element of public opinion has yet to
oppose the stereotype; even scholars and government officials are mum. New
York’s Andrew Cuomo, for example, is running for governor of New York, a state
where many Americans of Arab heritage reside. Cuomo is “very interested in the
topic of discrimination” and stereotyping; he is alert to the fact that there is “a
robust hunger for vulgar stereotypes in popular culture.” Imagemakers, he says,
are “still stereotyping Italian-Americans, Irish-Americans, African-Americans,
Indian-Americans and American Jews.”18 Yet, Cuomo fails to mention coarse stereotypes of Arab-Americans. If we are ever to illuminate our common humanity,
our nation’s leaders must challenge all hateful stereotypes. Teachers need to move
forward and incorporate, at long last, discussions of Arab caricatures in schools,
colleges, military, and government classrooms.
Ethnic stereotypes do not die off on their own, but are hunted down and terminated by those whom the stereotypes victimize. Other groups, African-Americans,
Asian-Americans and Jewish-Americans, have acted aggressively against discriminatory portraits. Arab-Americans as a group, however, have been slow to mobilize
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and, as a result, their protests are rarely heard in Hollywood and even when heard,
are heard too faintly to get the offenders to back off.
Another reason is lack of presence. With the exception of a few movies, Party
Girl (1995) and A Perfect Murder (1998), Arab-Americans are invisible on movie
screens. One reason, simply put, is that there are not many Arab-Americans
involved in the film industry; not one is a famous Hollywood celebrity.
What does their absence have to do with contesting stereotypes? Well, one
answer is that movie stars have clout. Consider how Brad Pitt altered the scenario,
The Devil’s Own (1996). After reading the initial script, Pitt protested, telling the
studio the screenplay made him “uneasy” because it was loaded with stereotypes—
“full of leprechaun jokes and green beer.” The dialogue, he argued, unfairly
painted his character as a stereotypical Irish “bad” guy. Explains Pitt, “I had the
responsibility to represent somewhat these [Irish] people whose lives have been
shattered. It would have been an injustice to Hollywood-ize it.” Unless changes
were made to humanize the Irish people, especially his character, Pitt “threatened
to walk.” The studio acquiesced, bringing in another writer to make the necessary
changes.
Also, when it comes to studio moguls, not one Arab American belongs to the
media elite. The community boasts no communication giants comparable to Disney’s Michael Eisner, DreamWorks’ Jeffrey Katzenberg, Fox’s Rupert Murdoch, or
Time-Warner’s Ted Turner.
The lack of an Arab-American presence impacts the stereotype in another way.
The industry has a dearth of those men and women who would be the most naturally inclined to strive for accurate and balanced portrayals of Arabs. But a number
of high-level Arab Americans in the industry over the course of time would rectify
the situation. It’s difficult to demean people and their heritage when they’re standing in front of you, especially if those persons are your bosses.
. . . Regrettably, America’s Arabs do not yet have an organized and active lobby
in Los Angeles. To bring about fundamental changes in how motion pictures project Arabs, a systematic lobbying effort is needed. Though the Arab-American and
Muslim-American presence is steadily growing in number and visibility in the
United States, only a few Arab-Americans meet with and discuss the stereotype
with filmmakers. When dialogue does occur, some discriminatory portraits are
altered. Declares a February 3, 2001, Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR) fax: “The villains in Paramount’s upcoming film, The Sum of All Fears,
were changed to European neo-Nazis.” CAIR officials acknowledged Paramount
for this important change, as Tom Clancy’s book, on which the movie is based, presents Arab Muslims detonating a nuclear device at the Super Bowl in Denver. In a
letter to CAIR, the film’s director, Phil Alden Robinson, wrote: “I hope you will be
reassured that I have no intention of portraying negative images of Arabs or
Muslims.”
Ongoing informal and formal meetings with movie executives are essential.
Such sessions enable community members to more readily explain to producers
the negative effects misperceptions of Arabs have on their children as well as on
American public opinion and policy. Also, Arab-Americans need to reach out and
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expand their concerns with well-established ethnic and minority lobbying
groups—with Asians, blacks, Jews, Latinos, gays and lesbians, and others.

Positives
To see is to make possible new ways of seeing. . . . I have tried to be uncompromisingly truthful, and to expose the Hollywood stereotype of Arabs for all to see.
While it is true that most filmmakers have vilified the Arab, others have not. Some
contested harmful stereotypes, displaying positive images—that is, casting an Arab
as a regular person.
In memorable well-written movies, ranging from the Arabian nights fantasy The
Thief of Bagdad (1924), to the World War II drama Sahara (1943), producers present Arabs not as a threateningly different people but as “regular” folks, even as
heroes. In Sahara, to save his American friends, a courageous Arab soldier sacrifices his life.
Note this father and son exchange from the film Earthbound (1980):
Son: “Why do they [the police] hate us, so?”
Father: “I guess because we’re different.”
Son: “Just because somebody’s different doesn’t mean they have to hate ’em. It’s stupid.”
Father: “It’s been stupid for a long time.”

At first, I had difficulty uncovering “regular” and admirable Arab characters—it
was like trying to find an oasis in the desert. Yet, I discovered more than 50 motion
pictures sans Arab villains, five percent of the total number reviewed here.
Refreshingly, the movies debunk stale images, humanizing Arabs.
As for those Arabian Nights fantasies of yesteryear, only a few viziers, magicians,
or other scalawags lie in ambush. Mostly fabulous Arabs appear in The Desert Song
(1929), Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (1944), Son of Sinbad (1955), and Aladdin
and His Magic Lamp (1969). The movies present viewers with brave and moral
protagonists: Aladdin, Ali Baba, and Sinbad. Emulating the deeds of Robin Hood
and his men of Sherwood Forest, Arabs liberate the poor from the rich, and free
the oppressed from corrupt rulers.
Worth noting is the presence of glittering Arabs in non-fantasy movies. A heroic
Egyptian princess appears in the movie serial, Chandu the Magician (1932). A courageous Egyptian innkeeper assists British troops in Five Graves to Cairo (1943).
Gambit (1966) displays a compassionate Arab entrepreneur. In King Richard and
the Crusaders (1954), Saladin surfaces as a dignified, more humane leader than his
counterpart, Richard.
Some independent Israeli filmmakers, notably those whose movies were
financed by the Fund for the Promotion of Israeli Quality Films, allow viewers to
empathize with Palestinians, presenting three-dimensional portraits. To their
credit, producers of Beyond the Walls (1984) and Cup Final (1992) contest the selfpromotional history and Palestinian stereotypes spun out by most other filmmakDownloaded from http://ann.sagepub.com at RUTGERS UNIV on December 8, 2008
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ers. Both movies show the Palestinian and the Israeli protagonist bonding; the two
men are projected as soul-mates, innocent victims of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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